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You bet your sweet mulberry bush
there are - or should be. I think
they are disappearing faster than
the paint from my patio chairs.
But what prompts one physician to
refer consistently and repeatedly to
another? There are several obvious
answers: positive feedback from patients, problems solved and prompt
responses from the consultant. In
my experience, che latter heads the
list, although reputation may
prompt che first call, and of course
it is helpful to have your problems
solved and for patients to be satisfied. Bue communication - therein
lies the secret.
One o f my compatriots in the
cardiology field was a superb cardiologist, but he was hard on everyone he worked with and was especially volatile in the catheterization
laboratory. He maintained an enormous practice with a large cadre of
referring physicians. He anribured
his success co two rules: Always
send the patient back to the referring physician and communicate.
No matter how busy he was, he
would leave che catheterization laboratory and call the referring physician without fail. The referring
physicians loved it. I remember rhe
time when a surgeon, upon leaving
the operating room, would pick up
the phone and call the referring
physician with his report. Good,
bad or indifferent, thac ph y s ician
knew immediacely whac was going
on. Today, a referring physician is
often lucky to gee a terse report
three weeks later in the mail.
Communication problems are
not endemic, however. Some o f my
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gastroenterology colleagues are
among the mosc responsive I
know - i f not calling immediately,
then at least sending out reports
within a few days with beautiful
pictures o f the interior o f the bowel
(if one considers the inside o f
the bowel beautiful). Customs may
change over time, buc ordinary
civili t y and courtesies need not.
True, there is not much financial
incentive for courtesy phone calls
or prompt explanatory reports. We
tend to do it when time permits,
and then sometimes not well. But
the fertilization of professional relations and continuity of good patient
care should be incentive enough.
There is another scenario that
doesn't sell well either: the response
from the harried consultant who,
when called by a referring physician, told him that che patient did
not sound sufficiently ill co warrant
transfer co the consultant's hospital. "Watch him overnight and call
me tomorrow" was the recommendation. Second guessing another
physician's judgment over the
phone is really asking for trouble,
no matter how busy or tired you
may be. That kind o f brush-off
reminds me of the general motto
we used to joke about when I was a
corpsman in the Navy: "If you can
see ic, paint it with Merthiolate; i f
you can't, treat ir wich aspirin. In
either case, send the patient out or
home." Yes, you may get burned
once or twice and a few unnecessary or inappropriate rransfers may
occur, buc at least you've earned
one gold scar in the mind o f that
physician by being helpful, and he/

she will call again.
Here are a few etiquette guidelines chat should stand most of us
in good stead, and all relate to
commumcanon.
(1) Return phone calls or reports
promptly; at the very least, always return them.
(2) Always return referred patients
to the referring physician, even
if you need to see the patient in
follow-up.
(3) Never denigrate the referring
physician before the patient.
Find some explanation for any
discrepancies. When you report to that referring physician, find some way to make it
educational.
(4) Share reference resources for
unusual situations. How many
o f you have seen hisroplasmosis endocardiris? I've seen one
in fifty years. 1
(5) Keep in touch. A friendly
phone call or invitation for
lunch, a congratulatory note, a
birthday greeting- anything
to remind the referring physician that you're still around
and interested. I have found
congratulatory notes work
wonders.
(6) I f the opportunity arises, become acquainted with the influential members o f the referring physician's staff. Even just
a telephone acquaintance keeps
your presence in the forefront.
(7) Keep a positive attitude. As
I've written before, atticudes
are contagious.
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